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ABSTRACT

This Article examines Russian securities law, case law, and market data. To an international observer, Russian capital markets and securities law may appear ostensibly ordinary, albeit placed within an unstable socioeconomic milieu. Securities law and disclosure rules seem somewhat similar to those in the U.S., whereas corporate law provisions are an amalgam of U.S.-U.K.-West European principles. At the same time, a number of hidden trends affect capital markets, the heart of any economy. Those trends upend this fluid Westernized amalgam and may even be linked to the communist past of the country.

The capital market portico is typically propped up by robust market infrastructure, public enforcement, private actions, and disclosure rules. Reporting rules enable investors and regulators to act upon the information and improve market monitoring. Out of the four elements, it appears that only the Russian reporting requirements are of adequate quality. Does this single pillar provide sufficient support to the Russian capital markets? It is unlikely that without better shareholder monitoring and more efficient market infrastructure, the mandatory disclosure regime will singlehandedly prop up the capital market machinery. The Article urges Russian policymakers to take, first, a more pro-shareholder and pro-plaintiff view on private litigation, public enforcement, and corporate governance, and, second, a more pro-private-exchange policy stance.

1. Introduction

To an international observer, Russian capital markets and securities law may appear ostensibly ordinary, albeit placed within an unstable socioeconomic milieu.
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Securities law and disclosure rules seem somewhat similar to those in the U.S.,\(^1\) while corporate law provisions, such as the mandatory bid rule, the Corporate Governance Code,\(^2\) or the short-form merger provisions,\(^3\) and litigation fundamentals\(^4\) are an amalgam of U.S.-U.K.-West European principles. At the same time, a number of hidden trends affect capital markets, the heart of any economy. Those trends upend this fluid Westernized amalgam and may even be linked to the communist past of the country.

As a starting point, this research addresses the prerequisites necessary for a healthy capital market. First and foremost, a market needs investors. What are investors typically concerned about? They worry about their projected return and risks, which, among other things, depend on information asymmetry between a firm’s insiders and outsiders as well as agency costs. The next question, therefore, is to assess how an economy controls those risks. The first mechanism, typically, is market infrastructure and various intermediaries. The second is public enforcement. The third is private enforcement, usually in the form of class actions. Public and private enforcement should be accompanied by reporting rules, which enable investors and regulators to act upon the information.\(^5\)

This Article examines all four elements and focuses on the interaction between the common traits one would normally expect of securities markets and law and the domestic elements that interfere with the application of Westernized black letter law. The Article proceeds as follows: Part 2 examines various monitoring mechanisms and corporate ownership patterns. Part 3 sets forth the principal underpinnings of securities law and enforcement. Part 4 covers shareholder litigation.

---

\(^1\) See Part 3.


\(^4\) See Part 4.

2. Institutional Monitoring, Exchanges, and Financial Infrastructure

2.1. Exchanges and Market Infrastructure

There are a variety of institutional preconditions and reputational intermediaries that help investors minimize their risks, including agency costs and adverse selection.\(^6\) This Section primarily discusses exchanges, a necessary condition for capital market development and a crucial part of market infrastructure.\(^7\)

At first glance, the general economic trends molding the Russian exchanges do not differ from those in the rest of the world. Following the examples of NYSE Euronext, Nasdaq, ICE, and other exchanges, major Russian exchanges created the Moscow Exchange.\(^8\) It is “the largest Russian exchange both in terms of turnover and the extensive client base.”\(^9\) The industry is also vertically integrated from trading to clearing and settlement, \(i.e.,\) there are “vertical silos.”\(^10\)

This structure is not unusual per se.\(^11\) What sets Russian exchanges apart is the participation of the State, which owns more than a quarter of the shares of stock of the Moscow Exchange through either the Central Bank of Russia or state-related institutions.\(^12\) Public ownership of capital market infrastructures and exchanges is uncommon. It also does not seem to be a transitory phenomenon caused by either a

---


\(^9\) Moscow Exchange, Deutsche Bank is now a Market Maker for Futures on Federation Government bonds (OFZ), \textit{available at} http://www.moex.com/n2586/?nt=201. See also Moskovskaya Birzha, \textit{Investoram i akcioneram}, \textit{available at} http://moex.com/s565.


\(^11\) Guseva, ‘KGB’s Legacy’, 591-610.

lack of private capital or the recent recession. For instance, in 2014, the Central Bank announced a sale of 11% of its shares. The sale was oversubscribed, which indicated investors’ interest in the Exchange. Since the sale, however, state-related entities and the Central Bank have been in no hurry to part with the remaining shares. Such continuous ownership signals that it may be a deliberate policy decision emblematic of overarching economic fundamentals.

Fortunately, the risks associated with state ownership and with a monopoly may amplify one another. A monopoly is usually inferior to competition. It isolates the monopolist from the market pressures and leads to deadweight losses and price and product inefficiencies. So may government involvement in the operations and ownership of private corporations.

State ownership, in some cases, may be justified by a market failure, which only the state is able to correct, thus, ‘provid[ing] the greatest net contribution to society.’ In this sense, the Russian State may either correctly believe that its ownership of trading and clearing facilities is “efficiency maximizing given the local conditions” or simply adhere to “the ‘legacy of the KGB,’ i.e., a possibly mistaken belief that in private transactions, socioeconomic problems may be mitigated by reinforcing the state.” In either case, the question is whether a combination of state ownership and consolidated market environment produces net benefits.

Currently, there seem to be no perceptible long-term benefits. In 2009, for example, the largest 12 issuers accounted for 65.5% of the public debt market. More

---


18 Guseva, ‘KGB’s Legacy’, 535.

19 Federalnaya služba po finansovim rinkam, Itogi 2009 goda 24-25 (2010) (on file with the author) (observing, inter alia, that the number of defaults was as many as 215).
recent statistics show that only about 800 issuers trade shares of stock and various bonds on the Moscow Exchange, the largest exchange in the country. The monthly Moscow Exchange turnover remains somewhat low, while shares are comparatively illiquid and trading thin. Some scholars estimate that out of about 300 large public corporations, shares of only about 90 of them are relatively liquid. To conclude, for a variety of reasons, some of which are beyond the scope of this Article, the major Russian exchange does not appear to be as efficient as its private homologues in other jurisdictions.

2.2. Alternative Monitoring Mechanisms

Investors and creditors can rely on alternative institutional mechanisms that provide monitoring, which makes a securities exchange less relevant. An example is traditional lenders in a bank-based system. Lenders may engage in relational financing, ensure better borrower monitoring, and, ultimately, create reputational capital. The ensuing positive externalities benefit other parties with insufficient information about the borrower. Such beneficiaries range from various unsecured creditors and trade creditors to employees and, possibly, minority shareholders.

Traditionally, Russia has been a bank-based system. Despite the prolonged recession, bank financing has remained relatively steady. However, defaults and delinquent payments may soon become a reason for concern. In January 2016, the rate

---


21 For instance, the monthly turnover in May 2014 was RUB 36.4 trillion with the shares, depository receipts and investment fund units’ turnover reaching only RUB 824 billion. Moscow Exchange, Public Relations Department, Moscow Exchange’s turnover was RUB 36.4 trln in May 2014 (June 2, 2014), available at http://moex.com/n5585. In March 2016, “[s]econdary market turnover in stocks, RDRs and investment fund units was RUB 870.5 bln.” Moscow Exchange, Moscow Exchange Trading Volumes in March 2016 (April 4, 2016), available at http://www.moex.com/n12531/?nt=120. See also Moscow Exchange Annual Report 2015, available at http://2015.report-moex.com/en.


24 According to the data of the Central Bank, bank loans to non-financial domestic business entities were RUB 7,242 billion as of February 1, 2008, and already RUB 20,062 billion as of January 1, 2016. Tsentralny Bank Rossii [Central Bank of Russia], Dinamičeskie rjady pokazatelej otdeľnyh tablic Ohzora bankovskogo sektora Rossii (June 2016), available at www.cbr.ru/analitics?rtld=bnksyst. See also Central Bank of Russia, O dinamike razvitija bankovskogo sektora Rossijskoj Federacii v tse 2015 goda (2015), available at www.cbr.ru/analitics/print.aspx?file=bank_system/din_ravt_15_06.htm&pid=bnksyst&sid=ITM_1155 (stating that the total amount as of June 2015 was RUB 40 trillion).
of defaults on the “loans to the non-financial industries” rose to an alarming 6.8%.\textsuperscript{25}

Moreover, as the economy stagnates – or if, in the worst case scenario, it plunges into recession - due to the economic sanctions, regulatory issues, and structural economic inefficiencies, banks naturally fail.\textsuperscript{26} The relational capital created through bank financing is lost. The dissipation of the positive externalities of bank monitoring and bank failures per se should force enterprises to seek other sources of capital and investors to look to other monitoring institutions.

### 2.3. Foreign Capital Markets

Until recently, investors and firms could look beyond domestic securities markets. About 150 large Russian companies have tapped into international capital markets and have issued Depositary Receipts (DRs), Eurobonds, and other instruments.\textsuperscript{27} Some issuances were structured as Regulation S and Rule 144A offerings. DRs are traded mostly over-the-counter (OTC) or on the London Stock Exchange.\textsuperscript{28} Thus, either foreign exchanges or sophisticated institutional investors performed monitoring functions, forcing cross-listing companies to improve their disclosure policies and corporate governance.\textsuperscript{29}

Specifically, in a public offering, there are a reputable foreign exchange with its listing rules and a foreign securities regulator with its reporting requirements and the threat of enforcement. In a private placement, sophisticated investors perform similar functions. These mechanisms ensure that a company, particularly a firm from a developing market, sends verifiable and credible signals regarding the quality of its earnings, management, operations, and transparency. This signaling inures to the benefit of all investors.

Russian companies may have lost an opportunity to tap into foreign capital markets in the future. First, extensive economic sanctions have been imposed on Russia and some state-owned enterprises. Risk-averse institutional investors may prefer to steer clear of Russian firms and to avoid even the corporations not directly


\textsuperscript{28} Bank of New York, DR Directory.

affected by the sanctions. In addition, international credit rating agencies may be withdrawing from Moscow, a move that is bound to reduce the transparency of Russian firms. Finally, even if the economy is no longer in a recession, economic growth remains slow. Are foreign investors willing to continuously provide capital to and closely monitor firms located in a shrinking economy?

2.4. Domestic Capital Markets and Policy Signaling

The lack of alternatives brings us back to domestic securities markets and domestic investors. As discussed, investors worry about information asymmetry and agency costs and, importantly, may be vulnerable to predation by managers and controlling shareholders.

Consider, for instance, their concerns regarding leverage. As the good old pecking order theory hypothesizes, whenever external capital is needed, managers prefer to issue debt as opposed to equity. This preference is related to information asymmetry and its effect on the cost of financing. The Russian market provides an example of this order – corporate debt instruments dominate trading on the Moscow Exchange. Between 2005 and 2013, the international debt of Russian companies was steadily rising from about $100 billion to as much as $564 billion. According to some estimates, various forms of foreign debt recently accounted for about one third of the indebtedness of domestic companies. Scholars also suspect that large Russian corporations have high debt ratios. Importantly, a considerable percentage of the international debt of non-financial Russian corporations possibly comes from companies affiliated with their shareholders. To sum up, a reasonable outside

33 Aganbegian, ‘Vozrastajušij korporativnyj dolg’, at 3 and 5.
34 Ibid. See also Matovnikov, ‘Problemna rossijskogo vnešnego korporativnogo dolga namnogo složnee, čem kažetsja’, at 43.
Investor should worry about excessive leverage and determine if corporate borrowers can and intend to properly service debt. After all, shareholders have the lowest priority in bankruptcy. In a recessionary economy, the probability of bankruptcy may be considerable. To put flesh on the bones of insolvency risk, I reviewed the Tax Authority’s database to determine how often Russian companies “disappear” from the map. By October 2002, the total number of all for-profit enterprises was 217,685. 39,179 of them were private or public corporations, of which 36,025 were registered prior to July 2002. After the first decade of transition, the numbers were seemingly stable as only 4,030 companies, including 818 corporations, failed or were reorganized according to the Tax Authority’s reports.

This rate of “accretion” and “attrition” changed in the past ten years. In the first five months of 2014, there were 209,302 for-profit entities and 2,541 corporations, only 1,228 of which were registered prior to July 2002. LLCs, at 176,816, predominated, although only 5,293 of them were registered before July 2002, implying a fast “attrition” rate. What is surprising is the rate of corporate failures with the liquidation of 7,087 corporations and 170,240 other entities. The numbers suggest that investors have reasons to worry about the likelihood of liquidation or reorganization.

An outside shareholder should also be concerned about consistent ownership concentration. By 2008, Russia already became not merely a “concentrated” ownership jurisdiction but a “super-concentrated” market where many majority shareholders held more than 50% of the shares of stock of their respective firms. Research suggests that the role of minority shareholders is insignificant. This status

---


40 Federalnaya nalogovaya služba, Svedenia o rabote po gosudarstvennoj registracii juridicheskikh lic, 1.06.2014, Form No. 1-IOP, available at www.nalog.ru/rn77/related_activities/statistics_and_analytics/forms/4558837/.

quo may entail serious costs for minority shareholders, including lower dividend payout ratios, higher agency costs, and lower corporate asset valuation.  

There are currently no explicit preconditions for the emergence of dispersed ownership patterns, which often evolve through the gradual involvement of minority shareholders, “the eventual break-up of the control blocks,” and institutions such as exchanges actively fostering more dispersed ownership. This is a junction where the Moscow Exchange, as a key institution in the national market, becomes crucial.

This future role of the Exchange may be gleaned from the policies of the Russian State, a shareholder and regulator. On the one hand, creating robust capital markets is an acknowledged federal policy objective. On the other hand, the genuineness of this policy signal is ambiguous. Various interest groups, scholars, and even courts have expressed support for the concentrated ownership system. Concentrated ownership is perceived, inter alia, as a way to promote ownership safety and stability in light of the threat of takeovers and as an economic stimulus to improve investment decisions, operational decision-making, and labor productivity. This


44 Ibid. 6-7, 38-41.


practical approach also permeates the judicial interpretation of the Corporations Statute and regulators’ statements. In one case, for instance, the Constitutional Court of Russia, upholding the legality of short-form mergers,\(^{47}\) noted that:

> When a majority shareholder, intending to continue investing in... the improvement of production and development of new competitive products, and interested in improving the efficiency of corporate management... effectively singlehandedly determines the strategy of the corporation’s development, it is necessary to establish... a balance of the legal interests of the majority shareholder, who has the right to purchase the [remaining minority shares], and the corporation itself, which attempts to reduce [its] costs, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, [the interests of] minority shareholders...

Based on the logic of corporate law [and] policy needs, the lawmaker has a right... to give preference to the interests of the majority shareholders whenever [there is] an insignificantly small amount of shares to be purchased, not allowing minority shareholders, even as a group, to influence corporate management, [but] at the same time, not precluding an opportunity for their disapproval of transactions, in which the corporation, the majority shareholder, and her affiliated persons are interested. Otherwise, a considerable misbalance in the amount of rights... and responsibilities [of the majority and the minority] leads to a reduction in the efficiency of corporate management.\(^{48}\)

Consider another statement, which speaks for itself. In October 2015, the vice-president of the Central Bank, the federal securities market regulator, suggested that minority shareholders should be denied the right to request certain additional information from issuers. His arguments were as follows:

> “If a minority shareholder begins to perform a monitoring function, that means that he does not trust the board of directors, internal and...

---


48 Ibid. ss. 3; 5.
external audit [, and] why is he then a shareholder at all, what is the mission of an investor?”

One may expect that by the time this paper goes to print, the rights of minority shareholders to request information, including information about interested transactions, will be severely curtailed.

If the authorities view an outside minority shareholder as a nuisance, she has reasons to be concerned about the risks associated with the super-concentrated ownership system, thin exchange trading, and the absence of alternative monitoring mechanisms. Her expected return and risks would reflect the discount associated with her minority stake, increased agency costs, low stock liquidity, and information losses.

3. Securities Regulation and Public Enforcement

3.1. Disclosure Rules

When a capital market does not evolve organically, law and public and private enforcement may operate as necessary stimulants. In this sense, what comes first – the law or the market conditions – may be irrelevant. The fact remains that investors need information to exercise their rights and to assess and control agency costs. An institutionalized disclosure system, in theory, should improve market efficiency, transparency, and price informativeness as well as reduce the information asymmetry between minority investors and control persons.

As recently as a decade ago, scholars routinely expressed concerns regarding the quality of disclosure in Russia. In the past several years, the regulators have made

---


50 See FZ About Corporations, art. 91 (amended by Federalnyi zakon, 29.07.2017, No. 233-ФЗ).

51 See, e.g., Fox, ‘Ongoing Issues’, 443-4, 454-6, 460-2 (discussing pertinent examples and the value of disclosure and civil liability for disclosure violations).


54 See generally, Fox, ‘Ongoing Issues’.

great strides in their efforts to reduce these risks through better statutory rules and the adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards.56 Today, corporations generally provide information to the public through licensed disclosure agencies, on their own webpages, and at their offices.57 Listed issuers should send duplicate notices to exchanges.58 In the U.S., the integrated disclosure system simplifies an issuer’s reporting obligations. In Russia, the rules are slightly more fragmented and tailored to the primary market and the secondary market. However, the law allows incorporation by reference for prospectus purposes.59

A company issuing securities to the public must disclose a standardized prospectus, information on the commencement of sales, and other data. It must also file a closing report.60 Detailed rules apply to prospectuses, including their approval by boards, CEOs, and CFOs; audit requirements; confirmation by independent appraisers; and registration requirements.61 A prospectus must “reflect all circumstances that may have a substantial effect [sushestvennoe vlianie] on the decision to acquire securities.”62 This definition seems fairly similar to the concept of materiality and the Supreme Court’s test in Basic v. Levinson.63

A Russian issuer may find an exemption from the default registration requirements.64 To a U.S. lawyer, the rules on exempt offerings may look like a crazy quilt of quasi-U.S. exemptions. The exemptions are broad and span various Regulation

---


57 New Polojenie o Raskritii, Parts I, II, IV-VI.

58 New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part I, Ch. 2.

59 FZ About Securities, art. 22(5).

60 New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part III, Ch. 8, and Appendix 2.

61 New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part III, Ch. 8.

62 FZ About Securities, art. 22(3).


64 Filing a prospectus is not always required. FZ About Securities, arts. 19-22.
D- and Regulation A-type restrictions, including the rules prohibiting general solicitation, limiting the maximum number of offerees other than qualified investors, defining the number of “unqualified” investors, restricting the maximum amount of proceeds, and others.\(^\text{65}\)

Periodic reporting obligations are imposed in a manner similar to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. For instance, a company that has registered a prospectus or listed its securities becomes a reporting issuer.\(^\text{66}\) The law requires disclosure of quarterly reports comparable to the Form 10-Q, annual audited and interim financial statements, and current reports.\(^\text{67}\) Similar to Sarbanes-Oxley, the Russian statute requires that CEOs and CFOs sign most reports, thus, confirming their accuracy.\(^\text{68}\) An additional disclosure obligation comes from the corporate law rules on annual reports, which also should be signed by chief executives and often are approved by boards.\(^\text{69}\)

Current reporting requirements, somewhat analogous to the familiar Form 8-K, cover disclosure of all “substantial events,” \textit{i.e.}, information that “in the case of its disclosure may produce substantial effect on the price… of the securities of an issuer.”\(^\text{70}\) Put differently, this is, probably, \textit{material} information, which is impounded in the share price, moves the price, and influences decisions of reasonable investors.

Possibly building on Regulation S-K,\(^\text{71}\) the statute and the Central Bank regulations enumerate various current events that an issuer must disclose.\(^\text{72}\) For instance, incremental changes in the share ownership of 5% or more of the shares owned by individual investors or affiliates are reportable as “substantial” events.\(^\text{73}\) These rules aim to reduce the opacity of control ownership. The requirements cover not only the shareholders owning 5% or more of the shares of stock but also their control persons.\(^\text{74}\) Similarly, the disclosure rules address various scenarios where the management may enter into interested transactions with affiliated corporations and impose an obligation on issuers to disclose their affiliated persons.\(^\text{75}\) In sum, the new

---

\(^\text{65}\) FZ About Securities, art. 22.
\(^\text{66}\) FZ About Securities, art. 30(4); New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part IV, Ch. 10.
\(^\text{67}\) FZ About Securities, art. 30(6-14); New Polojenie o Raskritii, Parts IV-VII.
\(^\text{68}\) \textit{Ibid}.
\(^\text{69}\) New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part VII. See also FZ About Corporations, art. 88.
\(^\text{70}\) FZ About Securities, art. 30(13); New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part V, Ch. 12, s. 12.1.
\(^\text{71}\) 17 C.F.R. §§ 229.10 et seq. (2017).
\(^\text{72}\) See generally FZ About Securities, art. 30(14); New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part V.
\(^\text{73}\) FZ About Securities, art. 30(14).
\(^\text{74}\) See, e.g., New Polojenie o Raskritii, Appendix 3, Part B, Ch. VI, s. 6.2; FZ About Securities, art. 30(14), (19), and (20).
\(^\text{75}\) See, e.g., New Polojenie o Raskritii, Part V, Chs. 12, 15, 26, 45, and 46; Part VII, Chs. 69, 71.1, and 73.
Disclosure rules have been substantially improved and are modelled on Western templates.

More disclosure inevitably signifies additional compliance costs for corporate issuers. Not surprisingly, some Russian firms complained about their excessive costs in court. Reaffirming the broad regulatory mandate to promote the policy of full disclosure, the Russian Supreme Court upheld a lower court’s decision supporting the securities market regulator’s position. The Court stated that the “legislature… granted the [regulators] the authority to determine… the scope [and] manner of disclosure… and [to create] a publicly available system of disclosure in the securities market.”

3.2. Enforcement Policies

3.2.1. Administrative and Criminal Liability

The presence of more active regulators rigorously enforcing disclosure policies may be necessary in an emerging market like Russia. Indeed, the number of administrative offenses in this area seems to be on the rise, while shareholder litigation is still in its infancy.

What are the major violations? One of the typical offenses is a failure to publish required reports and inaccurate, incomplete and misleading disclosure, which are all grounds for administrative liability. Other offenses included in the Administrative Code are insider trading, registrar violations, refusal to call a meeting of shareholders, market manipulation, violations of the mandatory bid rule, and others.

The Securities Market Statute itself also contains extensive public enforcement provisions, particularly for the primary market. The Central Bank, for instance, may issue orders similar to the SEC’s stop and refusal orders. The Bank cooperates with the Attorney General (Prokuratura) in cases where it believes corporate officers and directors are criminally liable and brings actions in federal courts to annul an issue as void.

---

76 Opredelenie Verhovnogo Suda RF, 18.1.2011, No. KAC10-673. See also Reshenie Verhovnogo Suda RF, 2.11.2010, No. ГКПИ10-888.
77 Fox, ‘Ongoing Issues’, 447, 454 (emphasizing the role of regulators).
78 Regionalnoye Otdelenie FSFR v Sibirskom federalnom okrude, Otchet o dejatel’nosti Regional’nogo otdelenija Federal’noj sluzhi po finansovym rynкам v Sibirskom federal’nom okrue za 2012 god 61 (2013) (on file with the author) (mentioning that the number of administrative reports doubled between 2011 and 2012).
79 New Polozhenie o Raskritii, Part I, Ch. II; Kodeks Rossijskoj Federacii ob administrativnyh pravonarušenijah [Administrative Code] (hereinafter “KOAP”), 30.12.2001, No. 195-ФЗ (as amended), art. 15.19 (1) and (2).
80 See, e.g., KOAP, arts. 15.20-15.23.1; 15.28-15.30.
81 See, e.g., FZ About Securities, arts. 51(3) and (4); 21; and 26.
Violations of securities law may entail criminal and administrative liability for the officers and directors of an issuer. There is no criminal liability for legal entities. A key distinction between various types of the liability regimes is the requirement of scienter and knowledge. The law generally only criminalizes acts committed with the knowledge of misstatements or omissions and intentional violations of securities law which caused substantial losses to individuals, legal entities, or the state.

3.2.2. Enforcement Efficiency

Assessing enforcement efficiency is often imprecise and always onerous. Consider, for instance, that Russia moved from the twin-peak regulatory system of financial supervision to a consolidated single-regulator system. In 2013, one division of the Central Bank and its regional offices were assigned to deal with the offerings and everything related to issuers, while a separate division of the “protection of consumers of financial services and minority shareholders” was charged with the task of reviewing individual complaints. Since pre- and post-2013 agency reports are not fully comparable, the resultant information loss obscures enforcement analysis.

By way of example, the formerly independent federal securities regulator published an annual report in 2009 stating that it had conducted 42 investigations of issuers and that its regional divisions had examined 10,555 cases. As of the time of this writing, the Central Bank has yet to produce a similarly detailed report. Based on a cursory examination of its new database of enforcement notices, in the first quarter of 2016, there were 30 enforcement actions involving disclosure violations and eight actions related to shareholder meetings, in most cases resulting in fines imposed on the offenders.

It is possible that in the short term, separating shareholder complaints from issuer oversight has produced information losses among separate divisions of the

---

82 See, e.g., FZ About Securities, art. 51(4); KOAP, Arts. 15.17 and 15.19. See also FZ About Securities, arts. 19-20 (setting forth the basic rules on registration).
84 See, e.g., Criminal Code, arts. 185 and 185.1. See also KOAP, arts. 15.17 and 15.19.
Central Bank. However, how exactly that structural change may affect future investigative efforts is yet to be seen.

3.2.3. The Pros and Cons of Administrative Liability

In terms of procedural rules, administrative cases appear to be a slam dunk. For example, if a corporation can publish a report but does not make a bona fide effort to do so, administrative liability follows naturally. An issuer violates the Administrative Code by not disclosing the required information in the manner and time prescribed by law and by disclosing incomplete, erroneous, or misleading information. Unsurprisingly, the no-fault cases where courts find for corporate issuers are rare and may involve very unusual circumstances. An example is an inability to publish reports online because an issuer has no access to the Internet.

Unfortunately, the simplicity of the application of administrative norms does not translate into their efficiency or adequate deterrence. Efficiency and deterrence depend in large measure on whether administrative liability is perceived as an important event or merely trivia.

One way to think about the value of public enforcement and liability is by comparing statutory fines with corporate profits. By law, if an issuer fails to comply with the reporting rules, a fine may be imposed on its officers, directors, and the issuer itself. The amount of the penalty for various violations ranges from RUB 20,000 to RUB 50,000 for a natural person and from RUB 500,000 to 1 million for corporations. The fines for disclosure violations by control persons and affiliates are between RUB 1,000 and 20,000, depending on the offender’s status as an executive. The respective maximum fine for legal persons is RUB 500,000.

As of the date of this writing, $1 was worth about RUB 60. The remaining math is simple. Consider also that a 2014 decision of the Constitutional Court urges courts to lower statutory fines taking into account the culpability of the wrongdoer, the seriousness of an offence, public policy considerations, and relevant extenuating circumstances.

With that in mind, think of a large aluminum company which omits material information about the compensation of its management company and the “substantive

---


90 KOAP, art. 15.19.


92 KOAP, art. 15.19.

93 KOAP, art. 15.19.

94 Postanovlenie Konstitutionnogo Suda RF, 25.02.2014, No. 4-П.
terms” of the management agreement in its annual report. The management company is, in fact, a part of the same holding structure. It is an offshore entity registered in the Netherlands and appointed as the sole executive authority of many subsidiaries of the holding. The free float of the shares of the holding is below 20%.

An individual complains about incomplete disclosure to the regulator, the regulator investigates, a fine in the amount of RUB 700,000 is imposed on the issuer, and the issuer, i.e., the aluminum company, files a complaint to set aside the penalty. Even if the court sides with the regulator and upholds the fine, as it did in the aluminum holding case, is the infinitesimal amount of the penalty a sufficient deterrent against future violations of this kind? In the described case, the fine was indisputably negligible in comparison with the consolidated profits and assets of the multimillion-dollar aluminum giant and its subsidiary.

An enforcement action, of course, can carry reputational repercussions, which may be much more severe than a formal penalty. Through the resultant share price reaction, replacement of unscrupulous executives, or higher cost of capital, investors demand that untrustworthy firms pay risk premiums. Without such market-imposed penalties, personal gains of both control persons and the corporation per se may offset the direct financial losses from a fine. Hence, the cost-benefit analysis of a firm’s insiders systematically would be in favor of securities law violations.

The true reputational value of administrative penalties and investigative proceedings in Russia at this point is unknown. Moreover, if a market is not efficient enough, the information on enforcement actions may not be properly valued and incorporated into share prices. As a result, outside investors can hardly take solace in the administrative liability alone. Even though public enforcement may lead to
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disclosure of the omitted information or correction of misleading reports, it may not
deter future violations in similar circumstances.

4. Shareholder Litigation

4.1. Disclosure Rules and Violations

A counterweight to the enforcement of questionable potency is shareholder
litigation. Does Russian law fare better on that score? The liability provisions under
the federal securities law, including standing and the elements of the cause of action,
are linked to the discussed above registration and disclosure requirements. An issuer
is liable for investor losses resulting from the false, incomplete, and/or misleading
information provided by the issuer. The statutory liability provisions cover both the
secondary market and the primary market offerings.

In terms of standing, any investor or owner of securities may bring an action for
damages. Unfortunately, the statute is somewhat incomplete as to when an investor has
standing to sue under the securities law. There is no established practice that would
support the interpretation similar to that of Blue Chip Stamps, which limits standing to
purchasers and sellers of securities. The statutory language is also somewhat unclear.

The securities statute specifies the types of actionable misstatements and
omissions, which can be not only false but also merely incomplete and/or
misleading. In addition to showing misleading information, several elements are
usually required to state a cause of action for damages. Those elements include, inter
alia, loss causation, damages, and the evidence that the defendant acted unlawfully, in
bad faith, and in violation of her duties. Normally, damages are compensatory,
whereas punitive damages are unavailable.

The statute seems particularly unforgiving when it comes to Directors and
Officers (D&Os). Not only may they be subject to criminal and administrative liability,
but also private investors have a cause of action directly against D&Os. Recall that
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periodic reports and prospectuses should be approved by the issuer and its board of directors and signed or certified by a number of persons, including the CEO and the CFO, who thereby confirm the accuracy of the disclosed information. In the clearly Sarbanes-Oxley style, the next logical step is liability - persons who signed and approved (or voted for the approval of) the reports and prospectuses, as well as auditors, are “jointly and secondarily” liable to investors for the losses caused by the misleading information, half-truths, and misstatements contained in such reports and prospectuses.

The Russian statute also shows traces of an eclectic mixture of Sections 11 and 12 of the U.S. Securities Act. For instance, just like in the U.S., although the liability in the public offerings context is broad, the reach of these provisions is somewhat undercut by the short statute of repose. Plaintiff may either bring an action for rescission of a single transaction as void ["priznanie nedeystvitelnoy"] or attempt to invalidate an offering as such. The first type of actions must be brought within six months after the transaction at issue, while in the second case, plaintiffs have only three months after the registration of a closing report upon completion of an offering. A practical difference between the two actions is that when a sale of securities in an offering is void, that will not result in the annulment of the whole offering.

Court may annul an offering if, inter alia, registration documents contain misleading information that has caused a “substantial violation of the rights... of investors” and in cases where violations are not otherwise curable. Various parties, including the Bank of Russia, authorities in charge of the registration of the defendant, and security holders, have standing to bring claims under the Statute. Under these provisions, investors may recover from the issuer and third parties participating in the offering the consideration paid for the securities at issue and their losses.

4.2. The Overlap of Securities and Corporate Law

Another option for an aggrieved shareholder is to proceed under corporate law, which, incidentally, does not make much difference in terms of venue. In Russia,
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federal courts have jurisdiction over both corporate and securities law disputes.\(^{116}\) It is difficult for an issuer registered in Russia to avoid the jurisdiction of Russian courts in disputes related to Russian capital markets and securities issued in Russia.\(^{117}\)

Naturally, corporate law provisions dovetail with securities law. For instance, a corporation may issue only the classes of securities provided for in the federal statutes.\(^{118}\) The actual issuance and acquisition procedures are specified in corporate charters and should be in compliance with federal law, including the securities laws.\(^{119}\) There is also an overlap in the reporting requirements related to certain corporate actions.\(^{120}\) The disclosure principles under both statutes are in accord: public companies must disclose certain information, including annual corporate reports, financial statements, and securities prospectuses.\(^{121}\) In a similar vein, the Corporations Statute and the Securities Statute are cross-referenced with respect to petitioning the securities regulator, \textit{i.e.}, the Central Bank, for reporting exemptions, decisions that require a shareholder vote.\(^{122}\)

Thus, an aggrieved party, in theory, has some flexibility. In certain circumstances, it may be more advisable to sue a corporation under the Corporations Statute instead of the Securities Statute. For instance, decisions regarding listing on a stock exchange,\(^{123}\) changes in the authorized share capital,\(^{124}\) share repurchase programs,\(^{125}\) or issuance of securities convertible into common stock\(^{126}\) are often approved by shareholders. A nonvoting shareholder or a shareholder voting against certain decisions may bring an action in court if such decisions are not in compliance with the law or the corporate charter and “violate her rights.”\(^{127}\) By contrast, some
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corporate issues, such as approvals of interested transactions or offerings of securities not involving changes in the authorized capital, are often within the authority of the board of directors. A shareholder has standing to bring an action for annulment of a board’s decision that has been made in violation of the federal laws or the corporate charter and “violates the rights” of either the corporation or the plaintiff-shareholder.

Bringing an action under the Corporations Statute, however, is not easy. For one, Russia has a super-concentrated ownership market. Hence, the likely plaintiffs in these cases are minority shareholders. Since the pretrial discovery and procedural rules do not favor plaintiffs without considerable financial backing, many individual shareholder claims should become negative value suits. An objecting shareholder also faces evidentiary hurdles in establishing elements of her case whenever insiders and control persons engage in interested transactions.

More importantly, there are statutory “anti-strike suit” provisions and restrictions on derivative actions. First, derivative suits may be brought only by shareholders of not less than one percent of the outstanding common stock. Second, the Corporations Statute grants federal courts the discretion to dismiss shareholder complaints seeking annulment of the decisions of boards and of general meetings on the following grounds: if a violation per se is insubstantial, if a decision of a board or a general meeting has caused no damages to the plaintiff (or the corporation), and when a shareholder’s vote would not have altered the decision. The oddity of this norm is that in the environment where concentrated ownership is ubiquitous, a minority shareholder’s vote is ab initio insignificant. Next, add to that the business judgment rule, a version of which also exists in Russia, shielding boards from excessive shareholder scrutiny and dissatisfied objecting shareholders. In sum, the foregoing
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statutory provisions may tip the scales in favor of corporate insiders and against outside minority shareholders.

4.3. Directors and Officers: Liability and Doctrinal Uncertainties

In my research, I encountered a curious exception to the restrictive shareholder litigation rules. At some point, actions against individual directors and officers had become a topic so litigious and controversial that it necessitated the issuance of separate guidelines by the Supreme Arbitrazh Court.\footnote{Ibid.} In the Guidelines, issued in 2013, the Court reminds judges that there are normal risks associated with entrepreneurship, commercial activities, and business decisions, whose upside and downside judges cannot and often should not second-guess.\footnote{Ibid. s. 1.}

D&Os should act reasonably and in good faith and are liable only for the losses resulting from violations of their duties.\footnote{Ibid. ss. 2 and 3; FZ About Corporations, art. 71 (1) and (2). See also Opredelenie Verhovnogo Suda RF, 25.11.2015, No. 304-ЭC15-15037, Case No. А27-12161/2014. In certain cases, however, the Arbitrazh Court took a broader view on D&O liability. An example is interested transactions. See Vishshiy Arbitrazhniy Sud, Postanovlenie Plenuma, “O nekotoryh voprosah, svjazannyh s osparivaniem krupnyh sdelok i sdelok s zainteresovannost’ju”, 16.05.2014, No. 28, s. 12.} Lower courts and the Supreme Court have emphasized that the general presumption of good faith in civil law relations equally applies to executives of commercial entities.\footnote{Opredelenie Verhovnogo Suda RF, 02.12.2016, No. 305-ЭC16-16148, Case No. А40-149545/2015.} The plaintiff has the burden of proving bad faith. D&Os also have such defenses as voting against a matter or abstaining from voting on a contested matter. Loss causation is another key element of the cause of action against D&Os.\footnote{FZ About Corporations, art. 71 (1) and (2).} The ultimate liability is joint and several.\footnote{FZ About Corporations, art. 71(4). For relevant judicial analysis of the D&O liability provisions, see, e.g., Postanovlenie Plenuma Vysshego Arbitrazhnogo Suda RF, 30.07.2013, No. 62, s. 1; Postanovlenie Semnadcatogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 07.12.2011, No. 17АП-11994/2011-ГК, Case No. А60-9997/2011; Postanovlenie Semnadcatogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 10.09.2010, No. 17АП-8598/2010-ГК, Case No. А60-12478/2010 (discussing loss causation and other elements of the cause of action); Postanovlenie Arbitrazhnogo suda Ural'skogo okruga, 11.03.2012, No. Ф09-1238/12, Case No. А60-9997/2011 (discussing joint liability of directors under the Civil Code, arts. 15 and 1080, and FZ About Corporations, art. 71).} Even though these elements appear to set a high bar for plaintiffs, the case law is far from settled.

In some cases, judicial reasoning has occasionally strayed off course. Consider the following appeal from a decision of an appellate court, referred to as a “cassational” appeal or “appeal in cassation.” In that case, the plaintiff corporation was not timely in its filings under the securities law and had to pay a fine. At about the same time, the
plaintiff terminated its CEO and brought an action in court claiming that the CEO’s inaction caused damages to the company due to her failure to comply with the reporting obligations under the securities statutes.

The court emphasized that the CEO was not the sole authority responsible for the filing of the reports. Another problem was that the CEO was appointed after some financial documents had been altered by the plaintiff. The court concluded that not only did the plaintiff fail to sustain the burden of proof and to establish that the CEO had all necessary information to prepare the reports, but also the CEO was not even in office when some reports were due.\(^{141}\)

Although the “cassational” decision is correct on its face, the facts of the case were indisputable and must not have led to three rounds of proceedings. Indeed, defendants must be in office either as members of the board or as executives at the time when losses occur and when their actions may have prevented the losses. It is surprising that these matters are litigated at all.

There are also suits that are clearly meritorious and illustrate that Russian corporations and shareholders have been successfully suing executives who are responsible for the accuracy and timeliness of reporting, fail to provide reports to the securities regulator, and thus occasion fines and enforcement actions. For instance, recall that for liability to accrue, D&Os must act in violation of their duties and that D&Os approve and/or sign various reports under the securities law and the Corporations Statute. In a 2015 case, shareholders brought a derivative action against the CEO and the board for disclosure of misleading information in quarterly reports. The courts took judicial notice of a previous enforcement action and a pertinent court decision upholding the regulatory penalties. The “unlawful nature” of the actions of an executive, damages, and loss causation were thus easily established.\(^{142}\)

Another interesting case is a 2015 Supreme Court decision upholding the liability of a CEO on similar grounds. In short, a shareholder filed a complaint with the securities regulator regarding erroneous stock ownership records. Another shareholder of the same issuer also filed a complaint alleging violations of her rights under the Corporations Statute, which, \textit{inter alia}, allows shareholders to review certain corporate documents before shareholders’ meetings. Civil penalties were subsequently imposed by the securities market regulator for the violations. The corporation paid the fines.

\(^{141}\) \textit{Postanovlenie Federal'nogo arbitrazhnogo suda Zapadno-Sibirskogo okruga}, 20.05.2011, Case No. A46-9028/2010. See also \textit{Postanovlenie Sed'nogo arbitrazhnogo apelliacionnogo suda}, 8.03.2015, No. 07АП-1351/2015, Case No. A27-12161/2014 (discussing joint and several liability and timing issues).

A derivative action against the CEO of the issuer followed on the heels of the enforcement actions. The lawsuit was brought by the very same shareholder who had complained to the securities regulator about the ownership record violations. After several successive appeals, the Supreme Court upheld the decisions of the lower courts finding the CEO liable. The Court also underscored that the CEO “did not ensure compliance with the requests of [the complaining shareholders, including the plaintiff,] and thereby caused damages to the corporation in the form of the enforcement penalties.”

If the purpose and value of D&O litigation are improving disclosure and shareholder participation and thus achieving more accurate share prices and better corporate governance, then this “partnership” of the public and private enforcement regimes may generate significant net benefits. Russian courts, however, do not seem to be focusing on these economic aspects of enforcement and shareholder litigation. At times, they even ignore the fact that by law, corporate reports are signed by executives.

For instance, in a 2016 decision, the same Supreme Court affirmed the lower courts’ decisions which suggested that neither the securities law nor the corporate law imposed the obligation to make disclosure decisions regarding quarterly reports, current reports, and information on affiliated persons solely on a chief executive officer. To the Court, even though the securities regulator had imposed several fines on the issuer for various reporting violations, and even though those administrative decisions had established the culpability of the issuer, its CEO was not automatically liable for the losses caused to the issuer by the enforcement action and penalties. Instead, the Court embraced a “novel” argument that the issuer had, in addition to the CEO, compliance officers and separate departments in charge of preparing the reports. So much for the similarity to Sarbanes-Oxley.

Another troubling aspect of that Supreme Court decision was a complete lack of any meaningful economic analysis. The Court limited its analysis to a recital of the lower courts’ discussion of the profitability and assets of the company. By way of example, the Court repeated the lower courts’ findings that under the two-decade leadership of the CEO-defendant, from 1997 to 2015, the assets of the issuer had increased one hundred fold. The Court viewed this as evidence that the CEO acted reasonably, efficiently, and in good faith. The courts merely cited the data provided by the accounting department of the issuer, the book value of the assets, and declared dividends. The courts even accentuated that the issuer was a large regional taxpayer.
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Obviously, this approach is staggeringly shallow and inadequate. The case either represents another example of the lack of judicial expertise in Russia or suggests that large corporations and their executives may easily turn the tide and defeat shareholders in court in the future. In either case, the 2016 decision may chill future suits against executives.

4.4. Procedural Issues: Class Actions and Litigation Costs

Note that in the foregoing cases, the plaintiffs relied on an existing enforcement decision. One shareholder even first reported the violation to the regulator and then used the fine as evidence of the violation by the defendant. This is not surprising. Proving securities or corporate law violations is always costly, in part due to the enormous information asymmetry between the plaintiff shareholders and the management or majority shareholders. If an outside shareholder has to assemble and plod through public records to reduce the information asymmetry and to make her case against the insiders, her pretrial costs are bound to be high. It is thus understandable why shareholders not only in Russia but also in other countries prefer “follow-on” cases where evidence is more easily obtainable.

Reliance on public enforcement assumes heightened importance in Russia due to the gaps in the private litigation framework. On the one hand, procedural law has provisions allowing parties to demand documents from various public entities and to petition the court to secure pretrial evidence, particularly if there are reasons to believe that the evidence may be destroyed. Various forms of injunctions are also available in cases where plaintiff attempts to prevent a recalcitrant party from hiding its assets or otherwise thwarting future enforcement. The court may issue a temporary restraining order or injunction with respect to, inter alia, shares of stock of an issuer, transfers of shares by transfer agents, or the assets of the issuer. Finally, by law, a party that cannot gain access to relevant evidence in the hands of another may petition
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the court to request such evidence directly. The requested evidence usually should be presented to the court.\textsuperscript{149}

On the other hand, cases illustrate that the Russian discovery rules are difficult to make effective.\textsuperscript{150} In one of the famous and generally unsuccessful actions by the shareholders of TNK-BP, a large oil company, the plaintiff secured a favorable ruling requesting evidence from a subsidiary of British Petroleum (BP) and TNK-BP but was defeated on appeal. The plaintiff sought evidence on how the company had assessed, \textit{inter alia}, the prospects of a successful strategic partnership with Rosneft, one of the major Russian oil companies with close ties to the government. Overturning the trial court’s decision, the appellate court observed that the plaintiff attempted to pass its obligation to assess damages onto the defendant/appellant inasmuch as the plaintiff requested from the appellant “documents evaluating the damages… [and the] economic valuation that BP… prepared… [in the course of negotiating] the strategic partnership agreement with Rosneft…”\textsuperscript{151} The court did not examine whether the plaintiff could obtain adequate information from public filings, run similar financial analysis at low cost, and mount a successful challenge to the management of the powerful oil corporations.

The pretrial information asymmetry is not the only impediment to shareholder litigation. A plaintiff must always tread carefully because Russia is a “loser pays” jurisdiction. An outside minority investor must tease out complicated financial and operational information from public records and, possibly, retain financial experts to evaluate the evidence lest she faces the “loser pays” rule’s wrath.

By law, the losing party pays “the costs of legal representation” of the winning party.\textsuperscript{152} This “English rule” is not unusual. Indeed, many civil law jurisdictions have “loser pays” provisions.\textsuperscript{153} Russian courts also have the equitable power to reduce the costs and fees payable by the losing party to a “reasonable” amount.\textsuperscript{154} Unfortunately,

\textsuperscript{149} APC, art. 66(4) and (7).
\textsuperscript{151} \textit{Postanovlenie Vosmogo arbitrazhnogo apelliatsionnogo suda}, 17.10.2011, Case No. A70-6990/2011. In the opinion of the Court of Appeals, complying with the request of the lead plaintiff’s counsel was unfeasible because the request did not specify the time period and the documents that the plaintiff requested.
\textsuperscript{152} APC, art. 110. See also \textit{ibid.}, arts. 106-109. See also \textit{Postanovlenie Plenuma Verhovnogo Suda RF}, "\textit{O nekotoryh voprosah primenenija zakonodatel’stva o vozmeshchenii izderzhek, svjazannyh s rassmotreniem dela}", 21.01.2016, No. 1.
what is reasonable is always an open-ended question.\textsuperscript{155} An investor weighing her options before filing a complaint has to make an \textit{ex ante} assessment of the potential litigation costs and should be prepared to foot the bill for the fees of both parties.

There is a pertinent provision that allows parties to enter into binding agreements on the distribution of future litigation costs.\textsuperscript{156} While a useful provision in itself, it, however, presupposes that \textit{both} parties have adequate information and are represented by competent attorneys. This parity and adequacy of representation are hamstrung by the absence of an experienced plaintiffs’ bar and contingency fees.\textsuperscript{157}

Traditionally, the highest judicial authorities, including the Constitutional Court, did not welcome contingency fee arrangements.\textsuperscript{158} The Russian market for legal services, fortunately, is guided by supply and demand like any other market. Based on my conversations with practicing attorneys, lawyers have begun using separate agreements allowing to “split” final judgments with plaintiffs. Yet, at least under the official approach, individual lawsuits may be expensive, unfeasible, and inefficient considering the costs and risks of litigation vis-à-vis the losses of an individual investor. Although this paper is not advocating a full-scale transplantation of the American style “entrepreneurial litigation” and agrees with the view that “[m]uch of the world remains skeptical” of it,\textsuperscript{159} it equally acknowledges that in Russia, litigation costs may easily “exceed the recovery, even if victory were certain,” effectively converting shareholder suits into negative value claims.\textsuperscript{160}

Russian law does have provisions allowing several plaintiffs to join their forces and thus reduce per-plaintiff costs. In this sense, claim aggregation through class actions and group actions may be an important shareholder protection tool helping small investors overcome the collective action and cost-benefit hurdles. Russian law
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also allows representative securities law actions, which may be brought by investor associations or securities regulators.\footnote{See, e.g., APC, arts. 53 and 225.10; FZ “O zashite prav i zakonnih interesov investorov na rinke tsennikh bumag”, 05.03.1999, No. 46-ФЗ (as amended), arts. 14 and 18 (stating the authority of the Bank of Russia and rights of investor associations).}

Group actions are essentially similar to the joinder of parties under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.\footnote{APC, art. 46.} The procedure hinges on the commonality of the plaintiffs’ or defendants’ rights, obligations, questions of law or fact, and claims, which arise out of the same legal relationship and, therefore, may be raised in the same proceedings. All participating plaintiffs are identified individually.\footnote{Ibid.}

The new 2009 class actions regime is different. To date, actual cases have been few and far between. My own search of various databases generated between two and three dozen decisions, many of which were trial and appellate court rulings regarding the same disputes.

Class actions have been primarily designed for business-related, corporate and securities market disputes.\footnote{APC, art. 225.11. For examples of the proposals to extend class actions, see, e.g., Komissija Associacii juristov Rossi po konstitucionnomu zakonodatel’stvu i gosudarstvennomu stroitel’stvu i Komissija Associacii juristov Rossi po pravovoj kul’ture i propagande prava, Zakhuchenie, O nekotoryh konstitucionno-pravovyh i institucional’nyh aspektah vvedenija v Rossi instituta kollektivnyh iskov (Dec. 26, 2013), available at http://alrf.msk.ru/news/itogi-sovmestnogo-zasedanija-komissii-associacii; D. Magonya, ‘Class Actions in Russia’, \textit{Russian Law Journal}, Vol. I, No. 1 (2013), 57-65; D. M. Zabrodin, ‘Gruppovie iski v grazhdanskom processualnom prave Rossi: problema poriadka prisoedinenia k gruppe’, \textit{Zakony Rossii: Opit, analiz, praktika}, No. 9 (2012), 65-9.} Initiating an action is simple. First, an investor plaintiff, \textit{i.e.}, “lead plaintiff,” files a lawsuit. In her submission, the plaintiff indicates at least five investors, who are effectively the first identified class members “opting in” to the class action.\footnote{APC, arts. 225.10; 225.12; and 225.13.} The complaint should also identify the class based on a specific legal relationship at issue.\footnote{APC, arts. 225.13 and 225.10.} This requirement, theoretically, is similar to the commonality of questions of law and fact and the typicality of claims and defenses. The actual class is thereafter defined by court. Afterwards, a notice offering to join the class action is published or mailed to the class members.\footnote{APC, art. 225.14.}

Despite the ostensible procedural simplicity, Russian courts have struggled with class actions, sending cases through multiple rounds of appeals, converting them into individual actions, treating them as “joinder,” or misinterpreting the “same legal
relationship” and the respective class. The current lack of judicial expertise, a valuable commodity in corporate law development, is a serious impediment to creating an efficient legal regime.

There is also another, even more detrimental issue. The game per se may have been rigged to the extent that the current class action procedure may limit investors’ access to justice. Namely, they can opt in, but they cannot opt out. There is nothing in the Procedural Code about how an investor may effectively opt out of an ongoing class action and bring an individual suit. In theory, an investor does not have to join in the first place if she does not want to benefit from the class action judgment. In practice, the statutory language urges the investor to opt in by rewarding opting in and penalizing abstention.

The consequences of not joining a class action lawsuit are as follows. First, if a class action is still pending, the court declines to review the merits of an individual plaintiff’s claim and informs the plaintiff of her right to join the pending class action. Second, a claim brought after the class action judgment will be dismissed. It is unclear if another shareholder may bring a similar action on the heels of a dismissed action. Possibly, the class action judgment may have a res judicata effect binding the parties that have not joined the action. The most puzzling question is as follows: does the original decision bind all investors who have not exercised their right to opt in?

---


171 APC, art. 225.16.

As case law slowly accumulates, courts gradually explain procedural issues. Some decisions state that if a class cannot be certified because claims are not common to the class, potential class members do not lose their right to bring an action in court. Courts also have reduced the costs of lead plaintiffs by pointing out that lead plaintiffs are not required to send notices regarding every filing to all identified class members.

Nevertheless, the confusing rules urging opt-ins and penalizing opt-outs are still in place. The provisions are either a product of bad drafting and legislative oversight or a deliberate effort to thwart class actions, which suggests interest group capture. Having tougher procedural rules for class actions and fewer individual suits accrues only to the benefit of corporate defendants and their control persons.

Together with the loser pays and other procedural provisions, the new opt-in regime may pose additional problems to plaintiffs. Some, for instance, may not even learn of a pending action in time to exercise their right to opt in. Recall also the notorious derivative action brought by the shareholders of TNK-BP, a major oil company. The defendants were members of the board of directors of TNK-BP and held executive offices in either BP plc itself or a subsidiary of BP. The suit concerned a famous deal between Rosneft, a corporation with ties to the Russian government, and BP plc. TNK-BP, Rosneft, and the BP subsidiary participated in the capacity similar to that of parties in interest. The complaint alleged, inter alia, that due to the actions of the directors, who did not disclose to the board of TNK-BP the negotiations between BP plc and Rosneft and de facto breached their fiduciary duties as members of TNK-BP’s board, the strategic partnership agreement and related share exchange caused losses to TNK-BP.

The trial court gave the plaintiff about a month to publish a notice inviting the shareholders to join the class and, in addition, gave the opting-in shareholders twenty days to inform the lead plaintiff. The final class members were under the 1% ownership threshold required under the Corporations Statute. The court denied the motion to
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174 Postanovlenie Trinadtsatogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 28.02.2014, Case No. A56-52103/2013 (allowing the second plaintiff’s claim and holding that the preclusive procedural provisions on class actions did not apply).


176 For instance, in one case, on December 9, 2010, a court established a notice period until January 18, 2011. The notice to join the class was published in a regional newspaper on January 13, 2011. Did the publication put the shareholders on notice of the pending action and give them sufficient time to join the class? See Postanovlenie Pjatnadcatogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 17.06.2011, No. 15АП-4773/2011, Case No. A32-26592/2010. Commentators expressed concerns regarding the procedure and the limited right to appeal procedural decisions. Zabrodin, ‘Gruppovie iski v grazhdanskom processualnom prave’, 67; Magonya, ‘Class Actions in Russia’, 61; Streltsova, O nekotorih slojnostiah prakticheskogo primenenia gl. 28.2 APC RF. See also APC, art. 270.
extend the notice period and found that the shareholders lacked standing to bring a derivative action. The appellate court upheld that decision.\textsuperscript{177}

The sufferings of the minority shareholder plaintiff were far from over at that point. After all, Russia is a “loser pays” jurisdiction – the losing party is liable for the payment of the winning party’s litigation expenses. The BP subsidiary sued the plaintiff for the litigation expenses and miscellaneous fees in the amount of about half a million euros.\textsuperscript{178} This case not only underscores the intersection of the substantive corporate and securities law provisions with the procedural rules but also demonstrates that class actions place a considerable financial burden on minority investors.

To conclude, evidence seems to point either toward continuous interest group capture or, at the very least, toward a pro-issue policy stance. By the same token, the proposed procedural reforms may also be viewed as pro-defendant. While the proposed reforms address some of the foregoing ambiguities, including the current no opt-out policy potentially denying shareholders their day in court,\textsuperscript{179} the reformers also argue that the filing procedure is too simple and must be changed. The current rules require that lead plaintiff identify in the complaint first five class members. The proposed bills argue that it is a very low number and predicate the need to raise this threshold on its inefficiency and wasteful simplicity.\textsuperscript{180} In suggesting a more difficult procedure, the proposals respond to the calls of the “community of entrepreneurs.”\textsuperscript{181} If passed, the bills would make it less feasible for a plaintiff such as a minority shareholder to initiate a class action, let alone to see her day in court.

5. Conclusions

Quo vadis, Russian markets? Recall the four pillars that a shareholder relies on to control agency costs, information asymmetry, and other risks. The capital market portico is typically propped up by robust market infrastructure, public enforcement,

\textsuperscript{177} Postanovlenie Vos'mogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 02.02.2012, Case No. A70-6990/2011.
\textsuperscript{178} Postanovlenie Vos'mogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 14.08.2012, Case No. A70-6990/2011; Postanovlenie Federalnogo arbitrazhnogo suda Zapadno-Sibirskogo okruga, 01.10.2012, Case No. A70-6990/2011. See also Postanovlenie Plenuma Verhovnogo Suda RF, "O nekotoryh voprosah primenenija zakonodatel'stva o vozmeshhenii izderzhek, svyazannyh s rassmotreniem dela," 21.01.2016, No. 1, ss. 1; 6; and 8; Postanovlenie Odinnadcatogo arbitrazhnogo apelljacionnogo suda, 09.09.2014, Case No. A65-2305/2011 (discussing the application of the fee allocation provisions).
\textsuperscript{179} The proposals concern changes in the general civil procedural law and the Code of Civil Procedure. See Concept, ss. 50.6.3; 50.6.4; and 50.13.
\textsuperscript{180} Ibid. ss. 50.7.
private actions, and disclosure rules. Out of all four, it appears that only the reporting requirements are of adequate quality. Does this single pillar provide sufficient support to the Russian capital markets? Is the game worth the candle or should minority shareholders and Russian investors in general give up?

I would like to add my voice to those who urge Russian policymakers to take, first, a more pro-shareholder and pro-plaintiff view on private litigation, public enforcement, and corporate governance, and, second, a more pro-private-exchange policy stance. It is unlikely that without better shareholder monitoring and more efficient market infrastructure, the mandatory disclosure regime will singlehandedly prop up the capital market machinery.